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Introduction
For the last 30 years, the most implanted prostheses consist of a hard metallic or ceramic femoral head articulating against an ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) acetabular cup. Despite the growing success of this type of surgery, limiting the wear of UHMWPE components remains a key issue to improve the long-term performance of these Charnley type prostheses. While the influence of variations in component design, in surgical technique and/or in patient activity level cannot be ignored, the scratching of the metallic femoral head is currently thought to be a major factor affecting the wear rate of the UHMWPE counterface [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This scratching phenomenon is increasingly suspected to be caused by hard third bodies such as particles of bone, cement and/or metal, which have often been found embedded in acetabular cups and in the peri-prosthetic tissues [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 11, 12] . This concern has to be especially taken into consideration when using contemporary constructs with modular interfaces and/or porous metal coatings that are likely to liberate hard metal debris.
As far as the correlation between scratching of femoral heads and the wear of UHMWPE components is concerned, discrepancies have been observed between the quantitative results of different laboratory wear tests and clinical observations [2, 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . These discrepancies have mainly been attributed to the fact that, in clinical situations, localized head scratching may occur and generate damaged regions whose sites, size and severity magnitude are seemingly randomly distributed [2, 3, 7, 10] . These discrepancies are all the more difficult to interpret that, as claimed by Hall et al. [2] , considerable work still needs to be undertaken in terms of specifying which relevant roughness parameter should be used in assessing surface texture of femoral heads in relation to the wear of UHMWPE components.
Among the various studies carried out on biomaterials for the last 20 years, any roughness parameter has universally been admitted for describing the topography of orthopaedic bearing surfaces. Even if the arithmetic roughness parameter R a is the one parameter which has systematically been used in these studies, the root mean square roughness R q , the total amplitude R t , the peak height R p , the mean peak height R pm and the skewness S k of the amplitude distribution function (ADF) have been also considered but in a lesser extent [1, 2, 5, 10] . Consequently to an analysis of the limits of the aforementioned roughness parameters, Hall et al. have proposed in 1997 that further investigation of the parameters derived from the bearing area curve (BAC) is urgently required [2] . Unfortunately, up to now, no results related to this interesting idea have been found in the literature by the authors.
This study aims to present a generic methodology that can help to determine quantitatively, and without any preconceived opinion, which relevant roughness parameter(s) among the aforementioned ones should be used in assessing the surface topography of femoral heads in relation to the wear of UHMWPE components. Illustrated in the case of a retrieved titanium alloy femoral head showing distinct worn regions visible at naked-eye after revision surgery, this generic methodology makes the most of the power of modern computers combining the conventional Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the recent and powerful statistical Computer-Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM).
Experimental methods

Clinical information and visual inspection results after surgery
The articulating components under investigation were retrieved after 4 years and 5 months because of the detection of an osteolysis phenomenon (without loosening) on the survey radiographs of the patient. During the period of implantation, the UHMWPE acetabular liner was inserted in a Harris-Galante Mark I metallic shell and the 28 mm diameter metallic femoral head was mounted on a cemented femoral stem.
Since the foreign third bodies are increasingly suspected of being the dominant cause of the scratch generation, this titanium alloy (TA6V) femoral head (Fig. 1a) was especially selected because an embedded metallic fiber was detected in the UHMWPE counterface after revision surgery (Fig. 1b) . This centimeter-length foreign body came from the titanium fibermesh, which was deposited on the Harris-Galante metallic cup during the fabrication process. It must be pointed out that polyethylene and metallic debris were detected by histological analyses on the peri-prosthetic tissues.
The influence of this foreign body on the degradation mechanisms of both the retrieved UHMWPE acetabular liner and titanium alloy femoral head have already been studied in previous papers [12, 13] . As far as the degradation of the titanium alloy femoral head is concerned, three kinds of regions were distinguished by visual inspection at its surface (Fig. 1c) :
Regions covering about 30% of the entire surface and visually having a bright finish. These regions noted LS (for lightly scratched) are white-colored in Fig. 1c .
Regions covering between 10% and 20% of the entire surface and visually having a low brightness level. Two regions of this type were detected along a meridian; a region located near the polar region and another one located near the equatorial region. These regions respectively noted severely scratched polar region (SSPR) and severely scratched equatorial region (SSER) are dark gray-colored in Fig. 1c . Fig. 1c. 
Surface topography characterization of the retrieved femoral head
In this investigation, observations have been carried out by means of an optical microscope to obtain qualitative information about the magnitude of damage produced by scratching in these different regions. In each region, these qualitative observations have been combined to quantitative roughness measurements carried out by means of a three-dimensional contacting profilometer (KLA Tencor P10) having a 2 mm stylus radius. From the information related to those roughness measurements and reported in Table 1 , it can be deduced that the selected experimental conditions correspond to a 1 mm horizontal resolution along a scanning trace and a 600 Â 600 mm 2 size for each scanned area to which correspond a data file containing 120 000 points.
Roughness parameters under investigation
All the data files recorded in the four worn regions have been processed by a first specific computer algorithm to estimate the values of different implemented roughness parameters. The roughness parameters under investigation in this study are the same as those reported in the literature focusing on the topography characterization of orthopaedic bearing surfaces and cited in the introduction of this paper. This set of parameters fP i ; i 2 ½1 to 13g included not only the parameters R a , R q , R t , R p , R pm , S k but also the parameters R k , R pk , R vk , Mr 1 , Mr 2 , A 1 , A 2 derived from the BAC (Abbott-Firestone curves) and defined in the guidelines of the DIN 4776 and ISO 13565-2 standards [14, 15] . The amplitude parameters R k , R pk and R vk are respectively called the core depth, the reduced peak height and the reduced valley depth. The definitions of all these roughness parameters of interest are reported in Appendix A.
For each processed data file related to a 3D roughness measurement which includes 200 scanning traces, the first step of the algorithm developed by the authors using the Turbo Pascal language consists in removing the spherical form of the femoral head ( Fig. 2 ) and extracting the 200 resulting residuals profiles. In this study, the spherical form has been removed by means of a fitting second-order polynomial surface. The second step consists in calculating the values of the different implemented roughness parameters for each residual profile resulting from the first step; i;j ; i 2 ½1 to 13; j 2 ½1 to 1200g k with k ¼ LS; MS; SSER; SSPR.
Relevance of roughness parameters under investigation
A second algorithm developed by the authors has been computed using the capabilities of the SAS (Statistical Analysis System) language. This algorithm enables to determine quantitatively, and without any preconceived opinion, the most relevant roughness parameter that discriminates the four worn regions LS, MS, SSER, SSPER. The integrated procedure of the ANOVA of the SAS language system has been used in a first step of the algorithm to calculate, for each roughness parameter under investigation P i , the values of the treatment index F i considering four classes corresponding to the four regions k ¼ LS; MS; SSER; SSPR. This statistical index enables to rank the different implemented roughness parameters with regard to their ability of discriminating the four worn regions; a roughness parameter P l is considered to be more relevant than a parameter P m if F l 4F m . However, it must be mentioned that the conventional statistical theory ANOVA does not take into consideration the fact that a small perturbation in any score of the experimental data set can influence the value of the calculated treatment index. In other words, the variability on the values F l and F m have to be considered to affirm in a statistical sense that F l aF m . For more details on the treatment index and the ANOVA, the reader should refer to [16] .
To take into account the limitation previously cited, the ANOVA was combined to the CBBM in a second step of the algorithm with a view to providing a confidence level on the value of the treatment index. This second step had to be computed since the bootstrap theory is recent and is not integrated in the procedures of the SAS language. Briefly speaking, the CBBM is based on the mathematical resampling technique and it consists in generating a high number N of simulated bootstrap samples by perturbing the scores of a given experimental data set of size J. A bootstrap sample of size J indexed by nðn 2 ½1 to NÞ, and noted ðx 
Þ;
each of them having a probability equal to 1/J to be selected. A bootstrap sample contains therefore scores of the experimental data set; some appearing zero times, some appearing once, some appearing twice, etc. For more details on the CBBM, the reader should refer to [17] . Fig. 3 shows the synoptic scheme of the combination CBBM/ANOVA that has been applied in this investigation. Such a combination enables an empirical probability density function (PDF) of N (N ¼ 1000 in this study) simulated values fF Boot:n i ; n 2 ½1; Ng for each roughness parameter P i to be plotted. Then, it is possible from each empirical PDF to extract the values of the mean, F i , as well as the percentile 5%, F 5% i , and the percentile 95%, F 95% i , that can be used to determine a 90% confidence level related to the roughness parameter P i .
Experimental results
Conventional analysis of the topography
The qualitative information obtained on the topography by means of an optical microscope is summarized in Fig. 4 . Only few isolated scratches are observed in the regions LS that visually have a bright finish meaning that the femoral head has only suffered a light degradation of its initial mirror finish in these regions. On the contrary, a severe degree of degradation consisting in a high density of large, deep and multidirectional scratches can be noticed in the regions SSPR and SSER visually having a low brightness level. Finally, a moderate degree of damage is noticed in regions MS which topography consists of a high density of numerous small and multidirectional scratches.
The quantitative information obtained on the topography by means of a three-dimensional contacting profilometer is summarized in Fig. 5 . For each region k ðk ¼ LS; MS; SSER; SSPRÞ, the mean and its associated i;j ; i 2 ½1 to 13; j 2 ½1 to 1200g k ; i.e. for each roughness parameter P i under investigation. At first sight, it can be seen on this figure that all the values of the amplitude parameters R a ða ¼ a; q; t; p; pm; k; pk; vkÞ tend to increase with the severity of damage degree if the overall regions are considered. This result physically reflect the expected fact that the height of the peaks and the depth of the valleys simply increase with the severity of damage.
It is also very interesting to notice on this figure that, while the values of the average amplitude parameters R a (a ¼ a, q, k) are of the same order for the two severely scratched regions SSER and SSPR, the values of the extreme-value parameters R b (b ¼ p, pm, pk,t) are quite different as well as the values of the roughness parameters Mr 1 and A 1 ; the values of all these parameters being always higher in the region SSER. Besides the values of the roughness parameters R vk , Mr 2 and A 2 are of the same order for the two regions. These results physically mean that, while the regimes related to the core roughness and to the valleys lying below the core roughness are similar for the two severely scratched regions, the regime related to the peaks are significantly different; the peaks being higher in the region SSER than in the region SSPR. This result is confirmed by the interesting fact that, visualizing the topography of the measured areas by means of the threedimensional contacting profilometer, some material buildup can be observed on either side of the large scratches crossing the region SSER whereas it is not the case for the region SSPR (Fig. 6) . Finally, it is worth noting that, except for Mr 1 and Mr 2 , the values of the means of the investigated roughness parameters are always significantly different for the different regions since there is no overlap of the standard bar errors. Unfortunately, there is no simple way to determine without preconceived opinion which of those investigated parameters is the most relevant to discriminate the topographies of the different regions. To solve this problem of major importance, it is proposed in this study to combine two statistical methods: for each roughness parameter, the conventional ANOVA is used to assess the value of the treatment index F and the CBBM to provide a confidence level on this value.
Relevance of roughness parameters
The relative relevance of the different investigated roughness parameters has been assessed considering four classes (related to the four investigated worn regions) during the statistical treatment as depicted in Fig. 3. Fig. 7 presents an example of three empirical probability density functions (PDF) of the treatment index F resulting from this statistical treatment in the case of the amplitude roughness parameters R a , R q and R pm . At first sight, it can be seen on this figure that almost all the values of the treatment index related to the roughness parameter R a are higher than those of the roughness parameters R q and R pm . This means that the amplitude roughness parameter R a is more relevant than the two latter ones for discriminating the topographies of the four investigated regions. Besides there is an overlap between the empirical PDFs of the amplitude roughness parameters R q and R pm meaning that the discriminating forces related to these parameters are not so different. From the empirical PDF of each roughness parameter, it is possible to assess the quantitative value of the mean of the treatment index F as well as the values of the percentiles F 5% and F 95% that enable to determine a 90% confidence level. The values of these usual statistical estimates are highlighted in Fig. 7 in the case of the arithmetic roughness R a and reported in Fig. 8 , which summarizes the results obtained for the overall investigated roughness parameters. Fig. 8 shows that the highest values of the treatment index are recorded for the average amplitude parameters; the highest one being that of the arithmetic roughness parameter R a . At the opposite, the least relevant parameters are those derived from the BAC and related to the regimes of peaks and valleys. Between these two populations of parameters are located the values of the extremevalue parameters. These results indicate that the average amplitude parameters are more relevant than the other ones for discriminating the different topographies of the four investigated worn regions; the most relevant of them being the arithmetic roughness parameter R a . For information, the mean value of this parameter is respectively equal to 0.02, 0.05, 0.19 and 0.18 mm for the regions LS, MS, SSER and SSPR. Besides it can be noticed that several roughness parameters have equivalent discriminating forces, since there is an overlap of the 90% confidence levels associated to the mean values of their respective treatment index. This can be observed for example in the case of the set of parameters fR q ; R k ; R pm g or that of parameters fR vk ; R pk ; A 2 ; A 1 g.
As it was shown in the conventional analysis, while the amplitude roughness parameters are quite similar for the regions SSER and SSPR, a high difference is observed for the extreme-value parameters related to the regime of peaks and for the skewness S k of the ADF (Fig. 5) . To complete the preliminary results of this conventional analysis, the statistical treatment depicted in Fig. 3 has been also applied taking into consideration only the two classes related to the worn regions SSER and SSPR; i.e. regions in which it has been qualitatively observed that the large scratches were accompanied by either some material build-up on their sides or not. Fig. 9 shows that the ranking is completely different from that previously obtained by applying the same statistical treatment to the overall worn regions. In this case, it is worth noting that the arithmetic average roughness parameter R a remains no more the most relevant parameter for discriminating the topographies of the regions SSER and SSPR. At the opposite, this latter one belongs to the group of the least discriminating parameters fR q ; R k ; R vk ; R a ; A 2 ; Mr 2 g, which includes all the average roughness parameters and the extreme-value ones related to the regime of valleys. In fact, this ranking simply indicates that, as expected, the most relevant parameters that should be used to discriminate the topographies of the regions SSER and SSPR are all the extreme-value parameters, which are sensitive to the height and the density of peaks. However, this ranking enables to conclude quantitatively and without any preconceived opinion that the most relevant of them are either R pm or R pk ; these two parameters having the same discriminating force since there is an overlap of the 90% confidence levels related to the mean values of their respective treatment index. For information, the mean value of the parameter R pm is respectively equal to 0.55 and 0.33 for the regions SSER and SSPR.
Discussion
In accordance with conclusions reported in other studies focusing on the effect of hard third bodies on the degradation of total hip prostheses components [3, 4, 11, 18] , it is strongly believed that, in the present investigation, in vivo scratching of the titanium-based femoral head is the consequence of a deleterious abrasive third-body wear process due to the centimeter-length metallic fiber.
After migration from the fibermesh of the Harris-Galante Mark I metallic shell in which the UHMWPE was fixed, this fiber is thought to have entered in the equatorial region SSER from which it progressively and randomly moved towards the polar region SSPR. During its random movements into the joint space, this fiber acted as a largesized third body that is likely to have generated in a first time the numerous large scratches accompanied material buildup on either sides. After being embedded and fixed in its definitive position relatively to the UHMWPE acetabular liner, this hard third body is suspected to have participated for a second time to a continuously acting wear process due to its multiple passages over the region SSPR. In this region, this continuously acting wear process might have consequently eroded the material build-up (highest peaks) while leaving unaffected the deepest valleys of the large scratches previously generated during the random movement of the fiber into the joint space. This metal/metal friction between the centimeter-sized fiber and the femoral head occurring either in the region SSER or in the region SSPR is thought to have generated numerous metallic micrometer-sized wear debris. These debris could have acted themselves as small hard third bodies at the origin of the numerous or isolated small scratches respectively found in the regions MS and LS.
In accordance with the in vivo scratching mechanism previously described, the conventional analysis of the topography of the retrieved femoral head reveals that the values of all the investigated average amplitude parameters tend to increase with the severity of the damage observed in the considered worn region. The highest values of these parameters were therefore recorded in regions SSER and SSPR and the lowest ones in the regions MS and LS. Based on the combination of the ANOVA and the CBBM, the statistical treatment selected in this study indicates that, among all the studied roughness parameters, the average amplitude parameters are the most relevant ones for discriminating the different topographies of the four investigated worn regions; the most relevant of them remaining the almost universally used arithmetic roughness parameter R a . It must be mentioned that, for the severely scratched regions SSER and SSPR, the related mean values of this parameter exceeds the upper limit tolerance of 0.05 mm recommended in the standard ISO 7206-2 for the roughness of metallic femoral heads [19] . In regions LS and MS, the related mean values are respectively less and equal to this upper limit.
It is worth noting that the arithmetic roughness parameter R a as the other average amplitude parameters fail to discriminate the topographies of the severely scratched regions SSER and SSPR if these latter regions are separately considered from the other ones. In accordance again with the in vivo scratching mechanism previously described, the conventional analysis of the femoral head also reveals that, while the values of the extreme-value parameters related to the regime of valleys are similar in these severely scratched regions, those related to the regime of peaks are higher for the equatorial region SSER than for the polar region SSPR. Based on the combination of the ANOVA and the CBBM, the statistical treatment indicates in this case that, among all the studied roughness parameters, the extreme-value parameters related to the regime of peaks are the most relevant ones for discriminating the different topographies of the regions SSER and SSPR; the most relevant of them being indifferently R pm or R pk . Looking at the mean values of these extreme-value parameters presented in Fig. 5 , it can be concluded that the heights of the scratches detected in these regions are similar to those reported in other retrieval studies in which clinically relevant scratches on metallic femoral heads have been found to range from lower than 0.1 mm to higher than 1 mm [4, 10, 11] . In accordance with thoughts developed in these studies [4, 7, 11] , it is also believed that the largest scratches accompanied by material build-up on either side have the highest contribution to the increased wear of the UHMWPE counterface although the effect of the smallest scratches cannot be ignored.
Conclusions
This study presents a generic methodology, which can help to determine quantitatively, and without any preconceived opinion, which relevant roughness parameter (s) should be used for assessing the surface topography of retrieved femoral heads. The conventional Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the Computer-Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM) were combined to rank the roughness parameters by calculating the values of the treatment index and a related confidence level for each of them.
Thanks to this methodology, it was shown that the arithmetic roughness parameter R a was the most relevant to discriminate roughly the four scratched regions observed on a retrieved titanium femoral head damaged in the presence of a foreign third body during implantation. However, this average parameter, as the other average amplitude parameters, fails to discriminate finely the two most damaged of these regions; the first being located at the equator where the foreign body was thought to enter the joint space and the second being located at the pole where the foreign body randomly moved to reach its definitive fixed position. For these severely scratched regions, it was shown that the most relevant parameter was either the extreme-value parameter R pm or R pk that characterize the regime of peaks. The values of these peak parameters are statistically lower in the polar region than in the equatorial one. In the former region, the embedded and fixed foreign body participated to a continuously acting wear process that eroded the material build-up (highest peaks) while leaving unaffected the deepest valleys of the large scratches previously generated during the random movement of the fiber into the joint space. The methodology proposed in this paper enables a better understanding of the overall degradation mechanisms of the retrieved femoral head by a foreign third body. 
